NOVEMBER 12 - 16, 2018

MONDAY

CanNASC A SIMULATION SESSION FOR PGY4 RESIDENTS
Simulation Centre
Dr. Burjorjee and Dr. Mizubuti
0830-0920 Jamei Eng
0920-1010 Sarah Maxwell
1010-1100 Matthew Bilbily
1100-1150 Jordan Leitch

1530-1615 CLERK TEACHING SESSION – Victory 2, Library
Hyperthermia
Dr. Michael Kahn

TUESDAY

0700 CARDIAC ROUNDS – Victory 2, Library
Dr. Laurence Dufresne

1300-1400 QSONIC Rounds – Davies 2 Conference Room
Soft Tissue POCUS
Dr. Colin Bell

1530-1615 CLERK TEACHING SESSION - Victory 2, Library
Electrolytes Imbalance
Dr. Rene Allard

WEDNESDAY

0700 GRAND ROUNDS – Richardson Amphitheatre

Establishing Regional Anesthesia for Inpatient and Outpatient Care: A 15-Year Case Study

Guest Speaker: Dr. Brian Pollard, Associate Professor Anesthesia, University of Toronto

Objectives:

- Appreciation of ways in which to potentially improve patient care through regional anesthesia initiatives

0830 RESIDENT ACADEMIC PROGRAM – ALL RESIDENTS
Anesthesia Library

An Interactive Learner’s Guide to Ultrasound, Needle Tracking, and Interventional Anesthesia Skills

Guest Speaker: Dr. Brian Pollard, Associate Professor Anesthesia, University of Toronto

1130-1330 LUNCHEON – Victory 2, Library

FRIDAY

0700 CASE MANAGEMENT ROUNDS
Anesthesia Library
Dr. Matthew Bilbily

Case for Presentation: TBD